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REAL cohomology on smooth manifolds is realized in de Rham Theory by differential 
forms. On Lie groups it is advantageous to use left-invariant forms, though this is not always 
possible. In this paper we study such differential forms on some infinite dimensional Lie 
groups which realize the classifying spaces of complex K-Theory. 
In $1 we study models of the stable complex general inear group GL(co). (Recall that up 
to homotopy this is the stable unitary group U(co).) Although throughout we use groups of 
invertible operators, the results go through for groups of unitary operators; this because 
projection onto the unitary part of an operator, via polar decomposition, is homotopic to the 
identity.) The Schatten ideals of compact operators in Hilbert space are used to define groups 
GLP for p 2 1; each GLpis homotopy equivalent o GL(co). The Schatten ideals are defined by 
summability conditions which permit us to write down differential forms. Left-invariant 
forms realize the real cohomology in sufficiently large degrees (depending on p). There is a 
Chern-Weil Theorem for GLP bundles. Our proof by transgression ismodeled on the work of 
Chern and Simons [9], though we use a novel approach to recognize the cohomology class 
represented by the transgressed form. 
In 92 we turn to the classifying space BGL(co). The most immediate realization of 
BGL(co) in operator theory is as the space of Fredholm operators. This goes back to Atiyah 
[l, Appendix] and Janich [ 131. As the Fredholm operators do not form a group, we are led to 
construct a family ofgroups gp analogous to the family GLP; in fact, Yp is simply the quotient 
of all invertible operators in Hilbert space by GLP. Unfortunately, GLP is not a closed 
subgroup, and so this quotient is not Hausdorff. But there is a map from the space 
of Fredholms of index zero onto V’, and we consider smooth groups of index zero Fredholms 
for which this map is a homomorphism of abstract groups. On these smooth groups we 
construct left-invariant differential forms, and prove that they represent he Chern character 
classes. This is the index theorem of the title. 
In $3 we take up the special case of graded Hilbert spaces. Here we follow Pressley and 
Segal [ 1 S] in defining certain groups of operators realizing BGL(m). From the index theorem 
of 92 we obtain invariant differential forms which represent the Chern character. The 
formulas we obtain here duplicate similar formulas of Alain Connes [lo]. These differential 
forms pass to a quotient space which is a certain Grassmannian of planes in the graded 
Hilbert space. (This Grassmannian is a crucial ingredient in [18].) 
TWO intriguing questions are raised by this paper. First, in the proofof the index theorem, 
certain mysterious terms appear and then miraculously cancel. These terms are absent in the 
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proof of the Chern-Weil Theorem. Is there a geometric realization of these terms and a 
geometric interpretation for the cancellation? Incidentally, these terms are also absent in the 
index theorem if we restrict to the first Chern class i.e. to the determinant line bundle. The 
other issue relates to recent work on the Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem for Families. Bismut 
[4] constructs differential forms representing the Chern character of the index bundle. They 
appear as the limit of Chern forms associated to a family of superconnections. Matters 
simplify for the determinant line bundle [5,6]-the 2-form which appears in Bismut’s work 
is the curvature of a natural connection on the determinant. In the hoiomorphic case it is the 
curvature of the Quillen metric [19]. Is there a relationship between that work and this 
paper? 
The results in this paper grew out of an investigation into the Riemannian geometry of 
loop groups, which comprises the author’s Berkeley Ph.D. thesis. The application of the 
index theorem in that setting is described elsewhere [ll, 123. We remark that the version for 
graded spaces does nor suffice there; this was the motivation for the more general theorem. 
$1. GROUPS OF OPERATORS IN HILBERT SPACE 
Let Z be a fixed separable complex Hilbert space; we will often omit & from the 
notation. We denote the group of invertible operators on X by CL(#) and the algebra of all 
bounded operators by g&X). The latter is endowed with the operator norm topology, and we 
give CL(X) c g/(Z) the induced topology. Fix an orthonormal basis { ej>F 1 of Z’, and let H, 
be the subspace spanned by {e,, e,, . . . , e.f. Then CL(n) can be realized as the subgroup of 
CL = CL(p) consisting of invertible operators which differ from the identity by an operator 
on H,. Its Lie algebra gl(n) has a similar description. It is the algebra of bounded operators 
which map H, -+ H, and are zero on H,I. The union of CL(n) is denoted GL(co). The Lie 
algebra g[(co) is the union of the g/(n), and is given the inductive limit topology. The group 
CL(a) inherits a topology from the embedding 
GUa) + gl(a) 
P-tP-1. (1.1) 
In fact, GL( co) is the inverse image of the open set of invertible elements in gl( co). Notice that 
the definition of GL(co) and gl(o0) depends on a basis of XT, although the group obtained is 
independent of the choice up to isomorphism. 
The homotopy groups of the inductive limit GL( co) are the homotopy groups of CL(n) for 
large n, since q(GL(n)) is independent of n for n sufficiently large. Bott first calculated these 
homotopy groups by Morse Theory. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Bott Periodicity [8]). The homotopy of the stable complex general linear 
group is 
Similarly, the cohomology of GL(co) is a stable version of the cohomology of CL(n). Thus 
GL(co) is torsionfree, and its real cohomology is the exterior algebra 
H*(GL(co);R’)= A(w,, 03, ws, . .), degw,=21- 1. (1.3) 
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Under the inclusion GL(n) + GL(co) the generators in (1.3) restrict to the corresponding 
generators of GL(n). 
The algebra gl(co) is not a closed subalgebra of gl; its closure is the ideal cpt of compact 
operators. By analogy with (1.1) we define a group 
GLcP’=(P~GL: P-I~cptJ, (1.4) 
and endow it with the induced (operator norm) topology from the embedding P + P- 1 into 
cpt. Then GLcP’ is a Banach Lie Group with Lie algebra cpt. 
We now introduce a more delicate one-parameter family of groups lying between GL( SC) 
and GLCP’. For any bounded operator A the product A*A is a non-negative self-adjoint 
operator, and so has a well-defined square root 
If, in addition, A is compact, then so is A*A, and now (Al has a discrete sequence of 
eigenvalues 
p,(A)3&f)~p&t)> . . . 
tending to zero. The p”(A) are the singular ualues of A. For finite pa 1 define the norm 
(1.5) 
and set 
Elementary inequalities are used to prove that Lp is a two-sided ideal in gl, and that with the 
norm (1.5) Lp is a Banach algebra, called the pth Schatten ideal [22]. The special cases p= 1 
and p=2 are familiar-L’ is the ideal of trace class operators and L2 is the ideal of 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators. There are corresponding groups, as in (1.4), 
which are Banach Lie Groups when topologized by the Lp norm. The Lie algebra of GLP 
is Lp. 
Summarizing, we have defined a tower of groups 
GL(w)cGL’c.. cGLPc . . cGLqc.. cGLCP’, 
1 <p<q<Dz, 
(1.6) 
where each inclusion map is continuous. Topologically, these groups are all equivalent. 
THEOREM 1.7 (Palais [16]). The inclusions GL(oo) + GLP and GL(oo) + GL’” are 
homotopy equivalences. 
Therefore, GLP and GLcP’ have homotopy groups (1.2) determined by Bott Periodicity 
and cohomology given by (1.3). 
Quillen [20] recently proved the de Rham theorem for the Banach Lie groups GLP. That 
is, any (singular) cohomology class can be represented by a smooth differential form. The next 
result (also discussed in [20]) shows that certain classes are represented by left invuriunt 
forms. 
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PROPOSITION 1.8. Every singular cohomology class on CL(a) and CL’ is representable by 
P+l an invariantform. For GLP the generators o,, 1 a-- 
2 ’ 
are represented invariantly by theform 
i 0 ’ CU - l)!l’ Trace (02,_ ‘) 271 (21-l)! (1.9) 
where l3 is the Maurer-Cartan form of GLP. 
Proof: The primitive generator w, is represented on CL(n), n large. by the form 
’ [(l- I)!]’ 
(21_ 1), Trace &~AoIl, .. . 4,21-11 (1.10) 
on the Lie algebra gl(n). The definition of the inductive limit topology implies that (1.10) 
extends to a continuous form on gl(o0). Because the inclusion GL(n)+GL(m) is an 
isomorphism on q, n large, we conclude that the resulting left invariant form represents w, on 
CL(a). Furthermore, (1.10) extends to a continuous form on L’, and so all cohomology on 
L’ is represented invariantly. Here we rely on Palais’ Theorem 1.7 to identify the extended 
forms with the proper cohomology elements. The functional (1.10) is continuous and well- 
defined for Aim Lp if and only if 21- 1 2 p. Again (1.7) implies that this extended form 
represents the cohomology generator q on GLP. 
As an illustration that not all singular cohomology is captured by Lie algebra 
cohomology on GLP, p> 1, we prove 
PROPOSITION 1.11 (cf. [23]). There are no invariant closed l-forms on GLP, for p > 1. In 
particular, elements of H’(GLP) are not represented invariantly. 
ProoJ An invariant closed l-form on GLP is a continuous linear functional o on Lp 
satisfying w([A, B])=O for all A, BE Lp. We prove the proposition by showing that finite 
linear combinations of brackets are dense in Lp. Let (ei} be an orthonormal basis of Y?, and 
denote by Eij the transformation which maps ej +ei and annihilates all other basis vectors. 
Then for i #j, 
[E,,, Eij] = Eij 
We have 
[E,,, Eji] = Eii - E, 
lim Eii-~{(Eii-Ei+l,i+I)+ . . . 
u 
+(Eii-Ei+N,i+N)} 
N-r, u 
= lim g=O, 
.y N-m 
since p > 1. Therefore, the closure of finite linear combinations of brackets contains gl(n), for 
any n, and hence is all of Lp. 
Our final result in this section is a Chern-Weil Theorem for these infinite dimensional 
groups. Let 9-r& be a smooth principal GLP-bundle. By this we mean that 9 and J& are 
smooth Banach manifolds, GLP acts smoothly and freely on 9, there are smooth local cross- 
sections to the action, and & =B/GLP. A connection on .,P is a GLP-invariant element 
0 ER’(S)@L~ satisfying the usual condition that 0 restricted to a fiber is the Maurer- 
Cartan form 8 for Lp. Let R be the curvature form on .N. When pulled up to 9, the 
curvature is the LP-valued 2-form defined by 
R=dO+O A 0 
=d@+f[@,@]. (1.12) 
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THEOREM 1.13. Let 9+./Z! be a smooth principal GLP-bundle with connection 0 and 
curcature R. Then the Chern character class ch,( d), I > p, is represented by the dtjerentialform 
;‘z/= - (I 2i ‘It Trace (Q’) (1.14) 
on .//. 
Note that for p= I, all terms in the Chern character are representable via curvature. 
Before embarking on the proof, we need a more precise characterization of the 
cohomology generators for BGLP 4 BGL( cc). In general, the real cohomology of a group Y 
is a Hopf algebra. A basic theorem about Hopf algebras over the reals implies, if H*(Y; R) is 
finitely generated, 
H*(%; R)= A(w;,> WiI, . . . 9 Wi,)O R[Jj,, yjz, . . . 3 rj,.] (1.15) 
is a tensor product of an exterior algebra on odd generators and a symmetric algebra on even 
generators, the generators forming a basis of the primitiue cohomology [24, p. 2681. This 
extends to topological spaces X which are groups up to homotopy, so called H-spaces. 
A theorem of Bore1 identifies the primitive generators for BGL(co). 
LEMMA 1.16 (Bore1 [7]). BGL(oo) is an H-space and {ch,} is a basis ofthe primitive real 
cohomology. Therefore, 
H*(BGL( x): R)= R[ch,, ch,, . . .]. 
The generators wlI- 1 of H*(GL(cc)) and ch, of H*(BGL(co)) are related by transgression. 
Recall that transgression maps a subalgebra of H*(GL(co)) into a subquotient of 
H*(BGL(co)). Bore1 proves that the primitive generator w, is transgressive in the universal 
fibration EGL(E)-+BGL(KI). The transgressed cohomology class in H*(BGL(co)) is the 
Chern class c, up to products of the lower order cj. This holds over the integers, but if we 
admit real coefficients then the Newton formula 
(I)!.ch,-(I-l)!.ch,_,c,+(l-2)!.ch_,c,- . . +(-l)‘-‘I.c,=O (1.17) 
shows that this transgressed cocycle is (- l)‘-‘(l- l)! .ch, up to products of the lower order 
chj. The “functoriality of transgression” implies that if cp: ..N+BGL(co) induces the GLP- 
bundle 9--+.//, then ch,(;/P)= cp*(ch,) represents a transgression of the primitive class 
(- l)‘- ‘oZl_, /(I- l)! in the fiber of d. We carry out the transgression explicitly using 
differential forms. Integration over cycles maps differential forms into singular cochains, and 
the whole transgression in de Rham cohomology maps to a transgression in singular 
cohomology. We use this tacitly in the proof below. 
Proof of Proposition 1.13. The proof proceeds in two stages. We first show that yZ1 
represents a transgression of ( -i)‘-loz,-, /(l- l)! in d +. &‘, and then identify the particular 
transgressed class using ( 1.16). 
To prove that y2, represents a transgression of (- I)‘-‘w,,_ 1 /(I- l)!, we must exhibit a 
(21- I)-form zll_ 1 on .4 such that 
(i) azl- 1 restricted to a fiber is closed and represents the primitive generator 
(- l)‘_lo,,_ ,/(I- l)!; 
(ii) dcc,,_ 1 = yzl. 
The construction of aZ1_ 1 is due to Chern and Simons [9], and we follow their original paper. 
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Set 
(1.18) 
The trace in this expression is meant to be a symmetric I-linear functional on Lp. Note that rp, 
takes values in Lp, and azl- 1 is well-defined for I>,p. We will write cp instead of cpt for 
convenience. The curvature R is a vertical form on 6P and so vanishes upon restriction to the 
fiber. By definition 0 restricted to a fiber is the Maurer-Cartan form 8, hence azl_ 1 restricts 
to 
(~~~[Sbdf(f2-i)i-‘]~ Trace (0[&0]‘-‘) 
Trace (e2’- ‘), 
which represents (- 1)1-1w2,_ 1/(I- l)! by (1.8). This verifies (i). Set 
f(t) = Trace (cp’); 
we claim that 
f’(t)=I.dTrace(O$-‘). 
Then (ii) will follow by integration, since 
Trace (!A’) =f( 1) -f(O) 
= 
s 
1 
dtf'(4 
0 
=d 
[S 
I ’ dt Trace (Oq’- 
0 
from which y2, = da,, _ 1 as desired. 
To compute (1.20) we collect the structure equations 
(1.19) 
(1.20) 
dO=Q-$[@,@I 
dR = [Q, 01, (1.21) 
and the following properties of matrix-valued forms: 
CC4 al, al = 0 (1.22) 
Trace{Cat41S,P2.. . &+~[BI,4182.. . Pk 
+dIC82,4183.. . IL+ . . . +aPl . . . Pk-1CPkr41)=0. (1.23) 
Equation (1.22) is the Jacobi identity, and it holds for any g/-valued 1 -form a. Equation (1.23) 
expresses the invariance of the trace and holds for 1 -forms a, 4 and 2-forms fl,, f12, . . . , &, all 
taking values in appropriate Schatten ideals (so that the trace is finite). The left hand side of 
(1.20) requires that we first calculate 
#=n+(r-+)[o,o]. (1.24) 
Then 
f’(t) =$ {Trace (cp’)} 
=I.Trace(R$-‘)+(t-#.Trace([O,O]cp’-’). 
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To compute the right hand side of (1.20) we note 
dq = t dR + (t2 - r)[dO, O] 
=t[Q@] +(t’-t)[R,O] 
= rC’P, @I, 
by two applications of the Jacobi identity (1.22). Then 
1.d Trace(~~‘~‘)=l~Trace(dO~cp’~‘)-l(l-l)Trace(O~d~~cp’~2) 
=l.Trace(Re~-‘)-+I.Trace([O,O]q’-’) 
-tl(l-1)Trace(O[~,0]cpf-2). 
But 
(1.25) 
Trace(O[v, O]&-*)= -Trace([O, O]cp’- ‘) (1.26) 
by (1.23). Now (1.20) follows by collecting (1.24H 1.26). 
This proves that y2’ represents a transgression of (- l)‘- ‘wa,_ 1 /(I-- l)!. Now we 
must show that y2’ represents ch,, with no products of lower order terms. Consider the 
bundle 9’=8 x . . ’ x 9 over A’=A x . . . x A’. The connection on B induces a con- 
nection on 9’, and the first part of the proof shows that y2, (9’) represents a transgression of 
(- I)‘-‘o,‘_ 1 /(I- l)!. Now the results of Bore1 imply that the cohomology class of ‘~~~(9’) is 
CY21e3w = a1 P’(@)J 
+a~~chl(~‘)ch,_l(~‘)+ch~(~‘)ch~_~(~’)+ . * .) 
+a,{products of 3 lower order chj(P’)) 
+ . . . 
+~,{c~,(~‘)‘), (1.27) 
for some numerical coefficients aj; we must prove aj= 0, j > 2. Let 
lk: A+& x . ’ ’ x 4 (k times)cA’ 
denote the map which puts .A! diagonally into the first k factors A’?‘. Then I~* (9’) is a GLP- 
bundle over A? which we denote k. 9. (Note I 1 *(,‘P’) = 9.) In vector bundle language k. B is 
the Whitney sum of 9 with itself k times. It has an induced diagonal connection, and the 
formula (1.14) for y2’ implies 
i’Jk. 9) = k . ;.2,(./P). (1.28) 
On the other hand, the homomorphism property (1.17) of the Chern character implies 
chj(k . 9) = k . c./zj(.Y’). (1.29) 
chj(k ‘9) = r,*(chj(bf)) (1.30) 
by the naturality of chj under pullback. We apply lk * to (1.27) and substitute (1.28H1.30) to 
conclude 
ky,,(~)=ka,(ch,(~))+k’a,~-),+k3a3(-}+ ... +k’a,(-}. (1.31) 
Subtracting k times (1.27) from (1.3 l), and repeating the argument for k. 9, k = 2,3, . . . , I, 
we obtain the system of equations 
(k*-k)(-)a2+(k3-k)(-}aj+ . . . +(k’-k)(-}a,=O, 
k = 2,3, . . , 1. 
(1.32) 
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The matrix [kj- klk, j=2, 3,, , I is nonsingular, as it differs from a Vandermonde matrix by a 
translation, and so we conclude 
Now (1.27) reads 
a,=a,=. . . =a[=o. 
cj)21m = a,4V), 
and a, = 1 follows from the fact that C.i2,(9’)] . IS a transgression of the precise multiple 
(- l)‘_ %+,- 1 /(I- l)!. 
5 2. FAMILIES OF FREDHOLM OPERATORS 
We now study the universal even dimensional cohomology classes, the primitive 
generators of the classifying space BGqco). To realize the even cohomology explicitly, we 
construct a tower of groups gp analogous to (1.6). Unfortunately, they do not seem to admit 
a nice topology, much less a manifold structure, and we are unable to discuss differential 
forms on them directly. The groups 9Yp are closely related to the space of Fredholm 
operators, which is an open set in the Banach space of operators gI. There is a projection 
Fred, +?Jp from index zero Fredholms onto gp, and we study smooth maps from an 
arbitrary Banach Lie Group G into Fred, such that the composition G+Fred,+gp is a 
homomorphism. These maps take advantage of the smooth structure of Fred, and the 
group structure of gp. The even cohomology classes appear on G by pullback, and we prove 
a theorem analogous to (1.13) that expresses these classes as invariant differential forms, at 
least in sufficiently high degree. We can turn around the interpretation and say that a map 
G-+Fred, gives information about G, especially if the family of Fredholms arises from a 
geometry problem there. Our formulas for the primitive cohomology comprise an index 
theorem for such families. If one is willing to work with a graded Hilbert space, then there 
are Banach Lie Groups of operators which are models for BGL( co) on which the primitive 
generators can be expressed directly by left invariant differential forms. That point of view is 
due to Connes and Segal, and we relate it to our index theorem in $3. 
Denote 
9= GLJGLCP’. (2.1) 
First, because cpt is an ideal in gI, the subgroup GL cp’ is normal in GL and hence the 
quotient Y is a group. Furthermore, cpt is closed in gl, so that the quotient gl/cpt is a Banach 
space. More is true-gl/cpt is a C*-algebra, the Calkin algebra. A general theorem of 
E. Michael ([17], Theorem 11) ensures that local cross-sections to the bundle p: 
GL+GL/GLcP’ exist, and then 9 = GL/GL cp’ is a Banach Lie Group modeled on its Lie 
algebra Lie(Y)=gl/cpt. Topologically, GL is contractible by Kuiper’s Theorem [14], and 
the subgroup GLcP’ acts freely by right multiplication. It follows that 9 is a classifying space 
for GLCP’. By P!lais’ Theorem 1.7, GLcP’ has the homotopy type GL(co), whence the group 9’ 
has the homotopy type EGL(m). Its cohomoloy is then given by (1.16): 
H*(%; R)= R[clz,,ch,, . .], 
The H-space structure of BGL(oo) is manifest in the model 9, since B is a group. Here the 
universal fibration EGL(m)+BGL(co) is exhibited as the group extension 
1 +GLcp”-+GL~~~l. 
This extension is nontrivial, since the universal fibration is twisted and a splitting $+GL 
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would be a section of a nontrivial bundle. Therefore, the corresponding Lie algebra extension 
does not split. 
O-+cpt+gl+gl/cpt-+O (2.2) 
For homogeneous bundles G+G/G’ it is natural to consider homogeneous connections, 
i.e. connections invariant under G. Homogeneous connections are g’-module projections 
cp: g-+9’. These do not usually exist if G’ is normal. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let 
1 +G’-+G-+G”+l 
be an extension of Banach Lie Groups. Assume CJ’ = Lie(G’) has no center. Then the principal 
G’-bundle G--+G” admits homogeneous connections if and only if 
O+lJ’-?lJ-q”‘O (2.4) 
is a split extension of Lie algebras. 
Proof: Let -cp: 8-g’ be a homogeneous connection, and set m =Ker(cp). We claim 
9 = 9’0 tn expresses gas a direct sum of commuting ideals. For any k E g’ and A E fl, since R’ 
is an ideal in R and 43 is a $-module map splitting the inclusion, 
[k, dA)l = cp(Ck, 4) = Ck Al. 
Thus Ker(cp)=nl commutes with 9’. Furthermore, nt is exactly the commutant of 9’ in g, 
because center (~1’) = 0. If A, BE nr, then for all k E $, 
[k, [A, WI= CCk, Al, Bl + CA, LX Bll =O. 
Thus [A, B] E nr. It follows that m is a subalgebra, then an ideal, and so the extension of Lie 
algebras (2.4) is split. 
We conclude from this proposition that the bundle GL+% admits no homogeneous 
connections. 
Consider the group of invertible elements in the Calkin algebra, which we denote 
Znu(gl/cpt). As this group is an open subset of a Banach algebra, it is a Banach Lie Group. 
Recall that a Fredholm operator T is an element of gl with closed range, finite dimensional 
kernel, and finite dimensional cokernel. The set Fred (N) = Fred of Fredholm operators on X 
is topologized as a subspace of gl in the operator norm topology. A basic lemma of functional 
analysis states 
PROPOSITION 2.5. The inverse image of the invertibles in gl/cpt under the projection II: 
gl+ gl/cpt is Fred. 
A proof can be found in ([lS], $VII). There is a general result of Bartle and Graves [3] 
which implies that X: Fred+lno(gl/cpt) admits local cross-sections. It follows that x is a 
fibration, the fiber cpt is contractible, and hence. 
COROLLARY 2.6 [2]. The projection II: Fred+Inu(gl/cpt) is a homotopy equivalence. 
The following proposition relates Inv(gl/cpt) to 9, 
PROPOSITION 2.7. The inclusion I: GL-tgl induces an isomorphism iof 9 onto the identity 
component of Inv(gl/cpt). 
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ProoJ: If P E GLcP1, say P = 1 f k, then P is the identity modulo compact operators, so I 
does induce a homomorphism 
I: ?7 = GL/GLcP’-+gl!cpt. 
This map is injective, since if PE GL maps to the identity, then P= It k by definition. The 
image consists of invertible elements because of the relation 
(P+cpt)-‘=(P-‘+cpt). 
Redefining i as a map into Ino(gl/cpt), it is a homomorphism of groups: 
(P + cpt)(Q + cpt) = (PQ + cpt). 
Furthermore, iis both open and closed, since I is, and so Zm( r) is a union of components. Since 
9 is connected and Zm(r) contains the identity element, the image of iis exactly the identity 
component of Znu(gl/cpt). 
Next we recall without proof several standard properties of Fred. (There is a full 
exposition of this material in [lS,§VII].) The index of a Fredholm operator is defined as 
ind: Fred + Z 
T+dim Ker( T) -dim Im( T). (2.8) 
The index is locally constant on Fred, hence is continuous. Also, 
ind ST= ind S + ind T. (2.9) 
Denote by Fred, the space of Fredholm operators of index zero. Then the inverse image of the 
identity component of Inu(gl/cpt) under 7~: gI + gl/cpt is Fred,. It follows that Fred, has the 
homotopy type of 3, hence of BGL(cc). In particular, 
H*(Fred,; R)=IW[ch,,ch,, . . .]. 
Now we have two operator theoretic models for BGL(co). One has the virtue of being a 
group, but is not an honest space of operators, only a quotient. The other is an honest space of 
operators, but is not a group. 
The space Fred has an H-space structure which can be described in two ways. The 
product of two Fredholms is Fredholm, and so the ordinary composition of operators 
induces a map Fred x Fred-Fred. There is also a natural “inverse” map taking a Fredholm 
operator to its adjoint. Together these define the H-space structure. There is an alternative 
description analogous to the Whitney sum on BGL(oo). Fix an isomorphism ti 8 ti 12, 
and define a multiplication m on Fred by amalgamation: m(S, T)=(g “,) under the 
identification Fred(Z @ X) w Fred(%). One can prove that m induces the same H-space 
structure, independent of the identification. It follows from these considerations that (2.8) 
induces an isomorphism from the component group of Fred onto the integers, since the 
induced map 7c, (Fred)-+Z is a homomorphism with respect o the (operator multiplication) 
H-space structure on Fred, by equation (2.9). Therefore, the space of all Fredholms has the 
homotopy type Z x BGL( x). 
The GLcP’-bundle GL+Y pulls back to a GLcp’- bundle over Fred,. Its total space can be 
realized as a group. Let GLrxcpt denote the semi-direct product of GL acting on cpt by left 
multiplication. 
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PROPOSITION 2.10. The quotient of GLcxcpt by the subgroup GLcP’ is Fred,. There is a 
commutative diagram 
GLwpt “GL 
Proof: The map p is defined by 
p((P,k))=P+k (2.11) 
and 5 by 
ii((P, k))= P. (2.12) 
That the image of p is Fred, follows easily from the standard properties recalled above. The 
commutativity of the diagram is clear. If p((P,k))= 1, then P= l-k is in the subgroup 
GL=“c GL IX cpt. 
The group GL M cpt is contractible, and so the principal GLcP’-bundle GL rx cpt+Fred, 
is another explicit model for the universal fibration EGL(co)+BGL(co). 
For any continuous map T: X-rFred,, thought of as a family of index zero Fredholm 
operators parametrized by a space X, there is an induced GLcP’-bundle over X. Its Chem 
character consists of the induced cohomology ciasses T*ch,. For example, when T 
parametrizes a family of elliptic pseudodifferential operators, the Atiyah-Singer Index 
Theorem for Families gives an explicit formula for T*ch* in terms of the data defining the 
family, even if X is not a smooth manifold. Our index theorem applies to another type of 
family. We take X=G to be a smooth Banach Lie Group, and T a very special smooth 
family of Fredholms parametrized by G. To describe these families we need to refine the 
group 3, just as we refined the group GLcP’ by the groups GLP. 
Following (2. l), set 
gp = GLIGLP, l<p<co. (2.13) 
Since the Lie algebra Lp is an ideal in gl, GLP is normal in GL, and the quotient 9’ is a 
group. But Lp is not closed in g/--its closure is cpt-so that the Lie algebra gl/LP is not 
Hausdorff in the quotient topology. In the absence of a good topology, we are forced to 
regard Yp simply as an abstract group. Nevertheless, our intuition is guided by the 
topological group 9. For example, we think of Yp as a model for BGL( co). There is a tower 
of group homomorphisms 
Y’-*...~Yp,.‘.~~g_r..._*~ l<p<q<co, (2.14) 
analogous to (1.6). The projection p: GL-+9Yp, while not a principal bundle is still a group 
extension: 
l-+GLP-+GL1:??p-,l. (2.15) 
There is a corresponding Lie algebra extension 
o-+Lp+gl~g1/Lp+o. (2.16) 
As above, we consider also the group of invertibles Znv(gl/Lp), but now with no topology. 
PROPOSITION 2.17. The inverse image of the invertibles in gl/Lp under the projection II: 
gl+gl/Lp is Fred. 
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Proof: Fix T: %+A?. Then if x( T) is invertible in gl/Lp, its image under gl/LP+gl/cpt is 
invertible. It follows from (2.5) that T is Fredholm. 
Conversely, if T is Fredholm, then T induces an isomorphism (Ker T)‘;Im(T). 
Combine its inverse with an arbitrary map (Im T)l -+Ker (T) to define S: 2 -+&. Then since 
(Im T)’ is finite dimensional, TS- 1 and ST- 1 are in Lp, whence Z(T) is invertible. 
Let Inu(gl/LP), denote the image of Fred, under n. 
PROPOSITION 2.18. The inclusion I: GL-tgl induces an isomorphism iof C4’ onto lnc(gl/LP),. 
Proof The arguments of Proposition 2.7 show that i: ?Jp+gl/Lp is an injective 
homomorphism. An operator in the image is a coset of Lp which contains an invertible 
element. Hence the coset consists entirely of index zero Fredholms. Conversely, given an 
index zero Fredholm, we can always add an Lp operator, even a finite rank operator, to 
obtain an invertible element, as above. 
Combining (2.17) and (2.18) we obtain a projection 
7~: Fred,+(eP. (2.19) 
As Fred, is a topological space but not a group, and $!Yp is a group but not a topological 
space, rc must be regarded as a map of sets. This mixing of categories, though bone-chilling 
to the functorial man, is absolutely crucial to our considerations. 
Although GL-Mp is not a principal GLP-bundle, since Yp is not a space, its pullback to 
Fred, gives an honest bundle. 
PROPOSITION 2.20. There is a commutative diagram 
li 
GL txLP-GL 
Proof: As for (2.10). 
Now the category mixing is worse: ?c is a homomorphism of Banach Lie Groups, p on the 
left is a morphism of Banach manifolds and on the right is a homomorphism of abstract 
groups, and n is a map of sets. Thus Proposition 2.20 lives in the category of sets. Much more 
important is the fact that GL DC Lp -Fred, is an honest GLP-bundle, yet another model for 
the universal fibration. Furthermore, if T: X+Fred, is a smooth family of index zero 
Fredholms, parametrized by a Banach manifold X, then there is an induced smooth GLP- 
bundle over X. 
By analogy with Proposition 1.8, we expect that primitive even cohomology classes 
should be represented invariantly on ?Jp. Two complications prevent this. First, 9” is not a 
Lie group, much less a topological space, so cohomology does not really make sense. Even so, 
we try to proceed on a formal level. Then we find that a splitting of gl-igl/L” is required to 
write down any cohomology classes at all. The following index theorem solves both of these 
problems, with the price that we only see the cohomology pulled back to some other group 
G, rather than on (ep directly. 
THEOREM 2.21. Let G be a Banach Lie Group. Suppose that T: G-Fred, is a smooth 
family of index zero Fredholms such that 
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is a homomorphism of (abstract) groups; i.e. 
T(g) T(g’) - T(gg’) E LP, g, g’ E G. 
Assume further that (g, g’) + T(g) T(g’) - T(gg’) is a smooth map into Lp. Let j-1 Lie(G)+gl be 
the diflerential qf Tat the identity, and dejne the left invariant LP-valued 2-form 
Q(X, Y)=[T(X), T(Y)]- T((cX, YIX X, YE Lie(G) (2.22) 
on G. Then for I>p the cohomology class T*ch, is represented invariantly by the form 
‘1 
I? Trace@‘). (2.23) 
We understand elements of Lie (G) to be left invariant vector fields which, in the definition 
of Q, are evaluated at the identity. Our hypotheses imply that the trace in (2.23) exists. The 
minus sign is unfortunate, but can be rectified by the K-theory inverse. View the T*ch, as the 
characteristic lasses of the induced GLP-bundle over G. An H-inverse map Fred,+Fred,. 
say taking a Fredholm operator to its adjoint, pulls back the universal GLP-bundle (2.20) to 
its K-theory inverse. The pullback of this inverse bundle via the family Thas Chern character 
classes - T*ch,. 
Our proof is modeled after the Chern-Simons argument in Proposition 1.13. To get 
invariant forms on G we might try to carry out the transgression on the GLP-bundle we 
construct below using a homogeneous connection. However, such connections do not exist in 
general. We can still do the transgression, only with some extra terms in the formulas. What is 
somewhat mysterious is that all of these extra terms cancel. Also, if we pass to the 
determinant @“-bundle, then these extra terms all disappear, and the proof reduces to 
transgression via a homogeneous connection. Note that this does not contradict 
Proposition 2.3 (since then G’ is abelian). 
Proof The previous diagram extends to 
C? ’ *GLtxLP ii -CL 
(2.24) 
The fibered product G has two descriptions: It is a smooth GLP-bundle induced by the map 
T; or, since 7~0 T is a group homomorphism, G is a group constructed by pulling back the 
group extension (2.15). We can write formulas to verify that G is a Banach Lie Group as 
follows. The space G is the smooth open submanifold of G x Lp defined by 
G= j(g,k)~G x Lp: (T(g)-_) is invertible}. 
Then the group law is 
where 
(9, k). (9’3 k’) = <gg’, 0
k” = T(g) T(g’) - T(gg’) - T(g)k’ - k T(g’) + kk’. (2.25) 
The right hand side of (2.25) is a smooth function of g,g’, k, k’, which demonstrates that G is a 
Banach Lie Group. 
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The infinitesimal diagram corresponding to (2.24) is 
Lie(G) ’ W~~DC LpLgl 
LjG) t j. li _Lpil 
gl glIL” 
Notice that p and ? are not Lie algebra homomorphisms. We describe Lie (G) by 
Lie(G)={(X,A)ELie(G)xgl: irp(X)=fi(A)}. 
Then the image of (X, A) under (2.26) is 
<X,A) ’ +A, p(X)-A) ii *A 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
The GLP-bundle G+G admits homogeneous connections only if the Lie algebra 
extension 
O+LP+Lie(e)+Lie(G)+O 
is split, by Proposition 2.3. But then the corresponding extension of Lie groups is split, at 
least if G is simply connected, and such a splitting implies that the bundle Z’i-rG is trivial. 
This only happens for trivial families T, in which case T*ch, = 0 in cohomology. The end 
result is that in general we cannot use a homogeneous connection to transgress the 
primitive generators of GLP in G+G. Instead, we will transgress by hand using invariant 
forms at all stages, but still following (1.13) closely. 
By a slight abuse of notation, let F denote the gl-valued l-form on Lie(G) which is Fb. 
(We identify forms on the Lie algebra with left-invariant forms on the group.) Define 
&$; (2.28) 
this is essentially the Maurer-Cartan l-form of gl. The l-form 
@=j--fj 
takes values in Lp. R in (2.22) is defined as the LP-valued 2-form 
Q=d?+)[i; i’]. 
Differentiating (2.28H2.30) we obtain the equations 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
d0++[&0]=0 
dO=R-+[@,@I-[@,8] 
dR = [Q, O] + [Q 0-J. (2.31) 
These should be compared with (1.2 1). Note that the first equation is essentially the structure 
equation of gl. 
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Following the Chern-Simons procedure, set 
rp,=tR++@-c)[O,O] 
We remind the reader that this trace is to be interpreted as a symmetric polynomial on Lp. We 
first verify (i) and (ii) in the proof of Proposition (1.13), but with a minus sign-i.e. we show 
that y2r represents a transgression of (- I)‘o,,_ i/(1- l)!. Since i’is a form on Lie (G), it dies 
when restricted to a fiber, so that 0 restricts on a fiber to -0, which is minus the 
Maurer-Cartan form of GLP. Now (1.19) shows that Q- 1 restricts to a form representing 
(- 1) ‘c_+,- 1/(1- l)!. (Of, course, we rely on the explicit formula (1.8) and the fact that lapa 
(P + 1)/2.) 
To verify that da,,_ 1 =Y~~,. Set 
f(t) = Trace (cp’); 
we claim that 
f’(t)= Z.d{Trace (Oq’-‘)}. (2.32) 
Then dazl _ 1 = yzl follows by integration. In addition to (1.22) and (1.23), we also need the 
Jacobi identity 
[Car, a219 4 + CCa2, ~33,~J + CCh 4, a21 =O 
for g/-valued l-forms. Now the left hand side of (2.32) is 
f’(t)= IvTrace (Rrp’-I)+(?-_)I*Trace ([O, O]cpr-I), 
as before. Repeatedly using the Jacobi identity (2.33), we compute 
cc& 01 = t[Q 01 + $2 - t) [[O, 01, O] 
= t[Q, O-J, 
(2.33) 
and so 
dq=tdR+(t’-t)[dO, O] 
Thus 
1.d Trace 
= m, @I+ m 01) + V - tm2, 01 -+[p, 01, 01 - CEO, e], 01) 
= t2p2, O] + t&l, O] - 0 + +(t’ -w3, 01, ei 
= tb, @I+ CP, ei. 
(Oq’-‘)=l.Trace (dO.cp’-‘)-I(/- 1) Trace (@.&p.cpfe2) 
=f.Trace (Rq*-‘)-)I.Trace (CO, @]~p’-~) 
-I.Trace ([O, B]cp’-‘)-t/(1- 1) Trace (O[q, 0]rp’-2) 
-1(1- 1) Trace (O[q, 0]cpi-2). (2.34) 
The second and fourth terms sum to 
(t -f)f.Trace (CO, OJq’-‘) 
by (1.26). The invariance property (1.23) shows that the third and fifth terms cancel: 
Trace([O, 0]q’-‘)+(/- 1) Trace (O[q, 6](p’-2)=0. 
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So the extra terms, i.e. terms not presem in the standard Chern-Simons calculation, all 
vanish. Hence (2.35) agrees with (2.34), and (2.32) holds. 
This proves that y2, represents atransgression of ( - l)‘w,, _ i/(1 - l)!. As before, a separate 
argument is needed to prove that y2i represents exactly ch,, without any lower order terms. 
Our reasoning is similar to that in $1. We use the H-space structure on Fred, given 
by an identification Y?’ @ S = xj and m(S, T) =(i $). Let G’ = G x . . t x G(/ times), 
#“= 2 @ . @ X (I times), and consider the family 
T’: G’-+Fred,(.&). (2.35) 
Composed with the projection Fred,(XO’)-+@(X”‘), (2.35) is a homomorphism, and so the 
first part of the theorem applies. Therefore, for some coefficients aj, the equation 
cY2mI =a1 ICW-‘1) 
+a,(ch,(T’)ch,_,(T’)+ch,(T’)ch,_,(T’)+ . . . 1 
+ a3 {products of 3 lower order chj( r ‘)} 
+ . . . 
+~lwl(w (2.36) 
holds [cf. (1.27)]. Consider the map 
rL:G-+Gx ... xGx{l}x ... x{l)cG’ 
which puts G diagonally into the first k factors of G’. Then T’oz,: G+Fred, is a family we 
denote k. C it is analogous to the Whitney sum of a bundle with itself k times. The H-space 
structure of Fred, and the primitivity of the chj imply 
chj(kT)=k.chj(T). (2.37) 
Also, 
ch,(k. T) = ~:(ch,(T’)) (2.38) 
by the naturality of chj under pullback. Obviously, 
Yz(k. T) = k.MT) (2.39) 
by the explicit formula. Combining (2.36H2.39), for k= 1, . . . , 1, we obtain the system of 
equations 
(k’-k){-}a2+(k3-k){-}a3+ . . . +(k’-k){-}a,=O, 
k=2, 3, . . . , 1. 
(2.40) 
as in (1.31). The rest of the proof is the same as before: 
a2=a3.. . =a,=() 
by the nonsingularity of the coefficient matrix, and we conclude 
hGv = -cW). 
There is a useful corollary of Theorem 2.21 for homogeneous paces. In general, if 
l_,G’-+G+G”_,l 
is a Banach Lie Group extension which is split over H” c G”, 
l+G’+H; H”+l, 
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then there is an induced principal G’-bundle 
G/I.(H”) -+ G”/H”. (2.41) 
The G’-bundle G+G” is the pullback of (2.41) under the quotient map 0: G”+G”/H”. We 
apply this to the group extension G + G, assuming it is split over H c G. 
COROLLARY 2.42. In the situation of Theorem 2.21, suppose that H is a Lie subgroup qf G 
such that T restricted to H is a homomorphism into CL. Assume also that 
T(hgh-‘)= T(h)T(g)T(h)-‘, gEG, heH. (2.43) 
Then the invariant forms y2, of (2.21) are pullbacks via a: G+G/H of invariant forms y2, on 
G/H and y2, represents the Vh Chern character of the induced GLP-bundle over G/H. 
Proof: From the diagram (2.24) we can describe G as 
c;={(g, P)EG x CL: P-‘T(~)EGL~}. 
Then the homomorphism 
gives a splitting of 
h+(h, T(h)) 
l~GLP-&+G-+l 
(2.44) 
over H, and as in (2.41) defines a CL.“-bundle 9’ = G/i.(H)+G/H. 
The bundle G+G is the pullback of 9’ by CJ. To compute the Chern character of 9, we 
verify not only that ylr drops to G/H, but that the whole transgression from 0 to azl_ 1 to ;I~, 
drops to B+ G/H. Then the naturality of transgression gives the desired conclusion. Now 
differentiating (2.43) with respect to y. 
T(Ad(h).X)= T(h)T(X) T(h)-‘, hEH, XELie(G). 
This means that i-can be interpreted as a l-form on G/H taking values in the twisted gl- 
bundle defined by the representation H 5 CL. where CL acts on gl by conjugation. It 
follows from (2.22) that Q is a 2-form with values in the same bundle. Since trace is invariant 
under conjugation, the form yzr drops to an ordinary 2-form Fzr on G/H. From the 
definition of i. in (2.44). the l-form 8 restricted to >.(Lie(H)) is ? Thus 8 also makes sense on 
G/H with twisted values. The difference 0 = F-- 0 is zero on ;(Lie(A)) and so makes sense as 
a g/-valued 1 -form on 9. It follows that c(~, _ , drops to an ordinary 1 -form on 9. Therefore, 
the whole transgression on G-tG drops to #‘*G/H, and the corollary follows. 
If the homogeneous space G/H is reductive, i.e. if there is an H-invariant splitting 
Lie(G) = Lie(H) @ m, 
then T2, is represented by restricting y2, to 111. 
53. GRADED HILBERT SPACES 
Assume that the Hilbert space s is graded. Following Pressley and Segal [18,§6] we 
define for each p > 1 a group of operators adapted to the grading. Topologically these groups 
realize BGL(a). Our index theorem yields left-invariant differential forms on the groups 
which represent the primitive generators in cohomology. The formulas we obtain are 
identical with formulas of Connes [lo], though he works in a more algebraic setting. The 
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differential forms we define push down to an associated complex homogeneous pace. For 
p = 1 there is a metrized holomorphic line bundle whose curvature is the invariant 2-form (up 
to a factor). 
Let 2 = x + 0% _ be the graded Hilbert space. Elements of g/(e) are 2 x 2 matrices 
X = ({ i) acting on ($1). The grading on JV is given by the operator J = (A -7). Define the 
YP= {xEgl(ix?): [J, X]EL2Pj. (3.1) 
Thus X =(t $E..Y~ if and only if B, CEL 2p For clarity we will denote elements of L2p by .
lowercase letters. 59 is a Banach algebra with norm 
llXll9~ = IIX llgl+ II CJI Xl IL--. (3.2) 
The group 9& (gr for graded) of invertible elements in 6pp is then a Banach Lie Group. 
(Pressley and Segal consider the case p= 1 and call this group CL,,,.) Now the advantage of 
the grading emerges-Y& is a bonafide Banach Lie Group which plays the role of %p(x +). 
the group we could not topologize. 
PROPOSITION 3.3 [ 183. The map $: (t L)-+ A is a homotopy equicalence mapping %‘& onto 
Fred(Z+). Also, the composition 
(F?;& zFred,(.3Y +): 9Jp(x +) 
is a homomorphism of the identity component (??&), onto ?Yp(X+). 
Proof. The product of X =(t k) and X’ =(:’ K*) is 
xx’= 
AA’ + bc’ Ab’ + bD’ 
cA’+Dc’ cb’+DD’ ’ 
(3.4) 
Taking X’=X-’ we find AA’ - 1 = - bc’ELp(.F+). Switching X and X- ’ gives 
A’A - 1 = - b’cE Lp(X +), and now Proposition 2.5 implies that A is Fredholm. The map $ is 
clearly continuous. Next we prove that + is surjective. Suppose A is given Fredholm operator 
on JV,. Then there are decompositions 
2 + = ker A @ (ker A)i 
&‘+=imA@(imA)‘, 
where ker A and (im A)l are finite dimensional. Let E and F be the (finite rank) projections 
onto these subspaces, and denote by A - ’ the map which takes imA isomorphically to 
(ker A)', inverting A, and is zero on (im A)‘. Fix an isomorphism 8: &‘+ 4% _. Then the 
equation 
verifies that X = (& &F-B;,‘- )~le&, and IJ/(X)=A. Therefore, $ is surjective. 
That $J is a homotopy equivalence is ([ 181 Proposition 2.5). The proof proceeds 
by factoring I(/ as a product of two homotopy equivalences. First, (t L) + (;‘) is the projec- 
tion of CC?;, onto the homogeneous pace %&/ti, where 9I is the contractible subgroup 
GL(S_) rxLzp(~_,X’+)={(~ L)}. Then the projection (:)+A is also a homotopy equi- 
valence, since the fiber over A is the contractible open set 
{c: c is injective on Ker(A)} c L2p(&‘+,&‘_). 
Thus 1/1 is a homotopy equivalence. 
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Finally, (3.4) implies 
ij(XY)+LP(~+)=AA’+bc’+L~(~+) 
=AA’+LP(X+) 
= (A+LP(X+))(N+LP(3P+)) 
= W(X) + LP(H + )) W( Y) + L’W +)), 
so that + induces a homomorphism onto tep as claimed. 
Consequently, (Y;J, and 1(/ satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.21. As in the proof of 
that theorem we construct an extension of (‘?J’$.), by GLP(2+) from the bundle 
x+ 
GL(.%+) =LJ’(ti+)+Fred,. Define an algebra dp of 3 x 3 matrices, acting on 
( > 
.%_ , as 
&.+=(; i ;cJ: b,C,ELZP, MP}. .@+ (3.5) 
There is an obvious homomorphism p: eJ’-+r!p, and ep is a Banach Algebra with norm 
IIXII,p = IIP(Wllu~ f Ilkll~~tx,,. (3.6) 
The Banach Lie Group bp of invertibies in tp maps onto (%&),, and this gives yet another 
model for the universal fibration EGL( co) -+ BGL( co). 
PROPOSITION 3.7. There is a mapping 6 which fits into a commutative diagram 
6 
bP-----+GL(iW+)~LP(X+) 
GLPW+) P I 
(~~A0 * -Fred&P+) 
It follows that & is contractible. 
Proof: Define t&J?)= (A + k, -k). The diagram obviously commutes. Since II/ is a 
homotopy equivalence, so is $, whence bp is contractible. 
Equipped with a Banach Lie Group model for EGL(co), which now has some 
convergence properties, we can express the primitive generators directly as invariant 
differential forms. Define an LP(T+)-valued 2-form R on (%i& by 
Q(X,X’)=b’c-bc’,X=(: ;),X’=(;; ;,); (3.8) 
R is the pullback of (2.27). As an immediate corollary to the index theorem (2.21), we have 
THEOREM 3.9. The primitive generator ch, of (Y&), is represented invariantly by the form 
for 13 p. 
In the graded situation, then, the even primitive universal cohomology classes do appear 
as invariant forms on a Banach Lie Group of operators. 
TOP 27:3-t) 
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If a family of Fredholms parametrized by a group factors as a homomorphism through 
the graded group (g:J,, then its Chern character is expressed in terms of Tzr. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let G be a Banach Lie Group (admitting partitions ofunity). and suppose 
S: G 4 (FQ, is a smooth homomorphism. Then T=I+!J c S: G + Fred,(X+) satisjies the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2.21, and 
Yz(T) = S*U-,I). (3.11) 
Proof: This follows from the diagram 
T 
G -Fred,(%+)L 
\ / 
V(X+). 
Corollary 2.42 also applies to the graded group. 
THEOREM 3.12. The quotient of(9~& by the diagonal subgroup GL(H+) x GL(x_) has 
homotopy type BGL(m). The universal bundle (Pp+(%$)O and the classes r2, drop to the 
quotient. 
Proof: By Kuiper’s Theorem the diagonal subgroup is contractible, whence the 
projection onto the quotient is a homotopy equivalence. Also, $ restricted .to the diagonal 
subgroup is a homomorphism onto GL(&+), and (2.43) holds. Now apply Corollary 2.42. 
COROLLARY 3.13. Let S: G -(Y&), be a smooth homomorphism such that S restricted to a 
Lie subgroup H c G maps into diagonal matrices. Then there is an induced GLP-bundle over 
G/H whose Chern character .forms are represented invariantly by S*(Tz,). 
Our results are clearly related to Connes’ theory of cyclic cohomology and Fredholm 
modules [lo], in what he calls the odd dimensional case. Rewrite 
This expresses F2 as a one dimensional cyclic cocycle. There are higher dimensional 
analogues, which are obtained from (3.14) by appending an even number of [J, *] factors. Our 
equation (3.14) agrees with Connes’ Lemma 17 [lo], which also gives explicit expressions for 
these cyclic cocycles. (Even the signs seem to agree.) Furthermore, our index theorem (2.21) in 
the ungraded case is closely related to Connes’ Proposition 18. 
Denote the unitary operators in ?$, by VU:,. Since the inclusion Ug:,+S$ is a 
homotopy equivalence, the restrictions of the differential forms F2r to USi, still represent he 
primitive genergtors in cohomology. Consider the quotient Yp = U Yi, /( U(Z +) x U(.X _)); it 
is a certain Grassmannian of planes in &( [ 181, $7). Kuiper’s Theorem states that the unitary 
group of Hilbert space is contractible, so that Xp is homotopy equivalent to BGL(oo). 
Furthermore, it follows from Theorem 3.12 that the forms Fzr drop to forms (call them F2, 
again) on 5Yp. 
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PROPOSITION 3.15. The homogeneous space L?“~ carries a homogeneous complex structure 
with respect to which the 2-j&m R is of type (l,l). Hence Izl is of type (I, r). 
Proof: The complex structure is manifest by representing Z?” as the quotient of 9& by the 
subgroup of matrices of the form (t i). (In exactly the same way, the complex projective line 
CP’ can be represented either as U(2)/diagonals or as GL(2)/{(; f;)).) The unitary represen- 
tation is reductive; the Lie algebra of VU& splits according to 
(: -;)=(; ;>+(: -Z). 
The off-diagonal matrices represent he tangent space to I?Tp. Complexifying, we see that 
matrices with a single entry in the lower-left-hand corner are of type (1,O); those with a single 
entry in the upper-right-hand corner are of type (0, 1). Now (3.8) shows that R is of type (1, 1). 
Recall that the group bp was defined as the set of invertibles in (3.6); it is an extension of 
Sir. Restrict to an extension over the unitaries UYir: 
&‘Q~~,= {X=(f i A:>): b, cELzp, keLP, 2 invertible, (: i) unitary]. 
The quotient of this group by the action of the diagonal matrices U(A?+) x U(X_) is a 
homogeneous GLP(%+)-bundle 9’+Yp. It is easy to verify that this bundle is holomorphic. 
We would like to reduce to a homogeneous Up&%+) bundle, where Up@?+) c GLp(#+) are 
the unitaries, but such a reduction is impossible. For the reduction would determine a 
homogeneous connection on g-the Hermitian connection-and the argument of Pro- 
position (2.3) extends easily to prove the nonexistence of such connections. This is related to 
the “mysterious extra terms” in (2.34). 
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